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 Bringing Order into Chaos

my-VIOS refugee utilizes a uniquely intelligent algorithm which matches 

the needs of the individual to goods and services available, 

to subsequently produce a long-term personalized plan,

maximize efficiency & significantly reduce humanitarian delivery related costs.

my-VIOS  refugee

What is it? How it works?
my-VIOS is the FIRST Complete 
Portable Individual Beneficiary Record 
in the form of a USB card, 
owned by the individual 
which performs as the beneficiary's 
electronic ID, CV, Health Record 
& a digitized "aid" folder !

a simple idea

An intelligent automated 
algorithm matches aid availability 
to needs, to facilitate tailoring 
of individual beneficiary aid plans, 
availing real time tracking 
of all related actions !

simply efficient 

Why VIOS?

simply Intelligent  

my-VIOS innovates 
by introducing a process 

which maximizes aid distribution 

efficiency, simplifies processes 

& ensures transaction transparency  !



@my_VIOSFacebook: @my_VIOS @my_VIOSTwitter: Instagram:

The Problem

Aid agencies, NGOs and others, often compete with each other for funding; but they don’t always communicate
what they’re doing to all involved. With no coordinated plan, and no plan for communicating information to the
people receiving aid, efficiency and effectiveness of efforts are compromised.
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/02/three-reasons-humanitarian-aid-fails
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...and more

UN Monitoring Group to Somalia published a chilling account of ‘its investigations on large-scale, egregious and 
systematic obstruction of humanitarian assistance’, namely corruption within the delivery of WFP food assistance...
If figures reported are anywhere near correct, that represents a staggering loss of output for a program that
cost US $485 million in 2009. 
http://devinit.org/post/humanitarian-aid-in-conflict-more-money-more-problems/# 

Donations fund thousands upon thousands of nongovernmental organizations, most of which are less transparent 
than official donors and, moreover, are poorly coordinated. Without better information, it is hard for governments 
and donors to identify unmet needs in the sector. As the number of donors has increased, the number of new aid 
projects has skyrocketed, but their average size has shrunk drastically. Combined, these two phenomena have 
caused the fragmentation of aid . 

 Information systems, particularly those that track resources and measure their results, have the potential to play 
a key role in supporting aid effectiveness by increasing transparency, accountability, and effectiveness in the use
of funds.

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/deliveringaiddifferently_chapter.pdf


